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Abstract
Understanding sleep and its perturbation by environment, mutation, or medication remains
a central problem in biomedical research. Its examination in animal models rests on brain
state analysis via classification of electroencephalographic (EEG) signatures. Traditionally,
these states are classified by trained human experts by visual inspection of raw EEG record-
ings, which is a laborious task prone to inter-individual variability. Recently, machine learn-
ing approaches have been developed to automate this process, but their generalization
capabilities are often insufficient, especially across animals from different experimental
studies. To address this challenge, we crafted a convolutional neural network-based archi-
tecture to produce domain invariant predictions, and furthermore integrated a hidden Mar-
kov model to constrain state dynamics based upon known sleep physiology. Our method,
which we named SPINDLE (Sleep Phase Identification with Neural networks for Domain-
invariant LEearning) was validated using data of four animal cohorts from three independent
sleep labs, and achieved average agreement rates of 99%, 98%, 93%, and 97% with scor-
ings from five human experts from different labs, essentially duplicating human capability. It
generalized across different genetic mutants, surgery procedures, recording setups and
even different species, far exceeding state-of-the-art solutions that we tested in parallel on
this task. Moreover, we show that these scored data can be processed for downstream ana-
lyzes identical to those from human-scored data, in particular by demonstrating the ability to
detect mutation-induced sleep alteration. We provide to the scientific community free usage
of SPINDLE and benchmarking datasets as an online server at https://sleeplearning.ethz.
ch. Our aim is to catalyze high-throughput and well-standardized experimental studies in
order to improve our understanding of sleep.
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Author summary
Machine learning-based approaches hold great promise to pave the way for high-through-
put animal sleep monitoring. With the novel developments of gene-engineering tech-
niques and the proliferation of experimental sleep studies, the need for the automation
and cross-lab standardization of sleep scoring becomes more imminent. Traditionally, the
classification of electroencephalographic (EEG) signatures is done by trained human
experts via visual inspection. Here we present a novel algorithm based upon neural net-
works to automatically generate accurate and physiologically plausible predictions. Per-
formed experiments demonstrate that the proposed solution offers de facto human level
performance, is more accurate than any other approach to date (93-99% accurate com-
pared to multiple trained human scorers), and functions across different genetic mutants,
surgery procedures, recording setups and even different species. Moreover, our method
was capable of detecting mutation-induced changes in sleeping patterns. To allow for its
widespread adaptation, we make our framework freely available through the provision of
an online server and an easy to use interface. This community tool will both contribute to
the standardization of experimental studies and enhance scientific understanding of sleep.
This is a PLOS Computational Biology Methods paper.
Introduction
The importance of sleep in humans and animals is a widely studied and intriguing topic in
medical research [1]. Across all organisms with neurons—from Aplysia “sea slugs” to man—
sleep-like states can be identified [2], and in mammalian phyla these basic states share charac-
teristic synchronous neuronal oscillations accompanied by partial or total cessation of motor
activity. Until today, electroencephalogram and electromyogram (EEG and EMG) recordings
still provide the most accurate data to describe and monitor sleep and wake. At least three
major vigilance states can be identified: wake (with low-amplitude high-frequency beta and
gamma EEG oscillation between 15-30 Hz and 30-100Hz, as well as extensive EMG activity),
non-rapid eye movement sleep (NREM, characterized by large-amplitude delta EEG waves
0.1-4Hz and low or no EMG activity), and rapid eye movement sleep (REM, with predominant
theta activity between 6-9Hz and low EMG activity). The relative abundance of these states is
governed by both an endogenous 24-hour circadian clock consolidating sleep mostly to day or
night, and a sleep homeostat that directs sleep in proportion to the intensity and duration of
prior waking experience [3].
Both for the understanding of sleep itself and to study the pathological significance of altered
sleep, the identification of individual episodes of sleep and wake across the day based upon
EEG/EMG recordings represents a crucial first step. For animals such as rodents EEG/EMG
are normally first segmented into 1-8 sec epochs, and are then epoch-by-epoch categorized
into the three cardinal vigilance states. Based on the derived scorings, sleep researchers are able
to describe the dynamic regulation of sleep, its evolution over time, and the intensity of various
EEG oscillations in each vigilance state (its “spectral composition”). Traditionally, this initial
classification has been done manually. However, visual inspection-based sleep scoring is a labo-
rious and ambiguous process that requires constant focus of well-trained human experts.
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Manual sleep scoring is also highly prone to inter-individual variability, and 90-95% agreement
in distinguishing vigilance states is usual across human experts (as our study suggests). This
data annotation bias is a potential source of inconsistencies between experimental sleep studies.
In past years, numerous approaches have been developed with the aim of automating sleep
scoring procedures for human and non-human species. Classical methods transform epochs
into hand-designed feature vectors that enable simple discrimination between vigilance states.
Manual feature extraction from EEG/EMG is usually based on the domain knowledge already
applied in visual sleep scoring. Most popularly, feature vectors are formed from energies of stan-
dard frequency bands of EEG power spectrum, such as delta δ(0.1–4Hz), theta θ(6–9Hz), sigma
σ(10–15Hz) and beta β(15–30Hz) [4–7], or sometimes more fine-grained binning of the spec-
trum is applied [8–10]. Alternatively, features are extracted directly from the temporal domain
[8]. Various machine learning methods are then employed to learn to map derived features to
vigilance states i.e. to score sleep. Depending on how these methods utilize annotated data,
learning procedures are performed in a supervised [4–6, 9] or unsupervised [7, 10] fashion.
In a wider context, following the first groundbreaking applications of deep neural networks
(DNN) to audio [11] and image [12] modeling, DNNs have been very successfully applied to a
sequence of related real-life time-series classification tasks such as video activity recognition
[13, 14], text classification [15] and automatic speech recognition (ASR) [11, 16–18]. The latter
example provides a particularly pertinent analogy to EEG sleep classification: instead of map-
ping audio to a sequence of words, one maps EEG/EMG to a sequence of vigilance states. Both
problems encounter similar challenges related to subject and environmental changes. While in
sleep scoring different animals exhibit different oscillatory activity patterns, in ASR audio pat-
terns differ across speakers due to different accents, noise level, recording device or other voice
characteristics.
Generalizing from these other domains, primarily from harvesting the discriminative
power of end-to-end DNN architectures, another class of sleep scoring methods has recently
emerged. DNNs are either trained on top of manually extracted features [8, 19] or the discrim-
inative features are via end-to-end training learned directly from raw EEG/EMG [20–22] or
their time-frequency transforms [23]. Popular deep architectures include convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) [22], recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [8, 19], the combination of the two
[21, 24], or deep belief networks (DBNs) [20] which additionally involve unsupervised pre-
training procedure.
Albeit undoubtedly useful to sleep researchers for (semi-)automated sleep scoring, the pre-
diction accuracy of existing methods is still not equal to that of human experts. Even more
importantly, current animal sleep scoring solutions have major difficulties to generalize pat-
tern recognition across animals from different experimental settings and labs. Cross-subject
variations in EEG/EMG sleep patterns normally originate from experimental differences such
as signal-to-noise ratio, EEG derivation and electrode placement, genetic background, drug
application, disease models, or differing lab strains and animal species e.g. rats vs. mice [25].
Due to these signal variabilities, designing robust features by hand is an extremely challenging
task. Contrary to approaches attempting to manually construct consistent features, end-to-end
architectures have potential to learn robust discriminative features de novo. However, to our
knowledge, end-to-end learning frameworks were applied only in the context of human sleep,
and furthermore reported solutions showed no significant improvements over the classical
hand-derived feature based methods [20, 21].
In this paper, we have devised a novel framework—SPINDLE (Sleep Phase Identification
with Neural networks for Domain-invariant LEearning) drawing some inspiration from the
traditional hybrid DNN-HMM models [11] which combine deep neural networks (DNN) and
hidden Markov models (HMM) in automatic speech recognition (ASR) [11]. In particular, we
Extrapolating animal sleep scoring across experimental domains
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operated on time-frequency domain and used similar preprocessing procedures to the ones
used for extracting Mel frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) [17], generalized to multiple
heterogeneous channels. Our approach to solving time-frequency fluctuations using a CNN is
also motivated by similar modeling ideas in ASR for dealing with speaker and environmental
variability [26]. Finally, we used a hidden Markov model (HMM) to describe vigilance state
dynamics and suppress physiologically impossible transitions, similarly to DNN-HMM ASR
systems which constrain the output space alleviating infeasible language constructions. SPIN-
DLE overcomes aforementioned performance and generalization issues in automatic sleep
scoring for animals: the model was trained only on two wildtype mice, and was then evaluated
on 12 mice and 8 rats from four animal cohorts of three independent labs, rendering accura-
cies of 99%, 98%, 93% and 97% in signal areas where human experts agreed. When compared
to the individual human experts, SPINDLE showed practically equal agreement rate to the one
human experts had between themselves, both for artifacts and vigilance states. Specifically, our
main contributions are:
1. Through the spectral profile analysis we explain why current solutions do not generalize
well across experimental domains without additional parameter calibration. This severely
limits their applicability. We then elaborate why the proposed CNN-HMM architecture is
suitable for this task.
2. We present SPINDLE—a novel ASR-inspired computational method for fast, accurate and
physiologically plausible sleep scoring in animals. In terms of predictive performance, our
method is vastly superior to existing ones and is fully comparable to trained human experts.
3. We disclose a diverse double scored data set (14 mice and 8 rats, annotated by five human
experts, rendering 950.400 labels in total) assembled from EEG/EMG recordings produced
in three separate sleep labs. The data may be used in the future for benchmarking purposes.
4. By validating the performance of SPINDLE on the collected data, we demonstrate that with-
out any re-training or fine tunning, our model achieves high predictive accuracy on subjects
with different EEG/EMG characteristics, originating from different experimental condi-
tions, labs, and even species.
5. Furthermore, we show that SPINDLE is capable of identifying statistically significant alter-
ations of sleep patterns. We illustrate this by comparing a wild and the corresponding
genetically modified mice strain, deriving the same conclusions as scores by two indepen-
dent human experts.
6. We contribute with a publicly available free web service for simple and quick classification
of EEG/EMG animal recordings.
SPINDLE method overview
The SPINDLE method presented here (sketched in Fig 1) is designed to achieve high predic-
tive performance preserved across different experimental settings and labs. Its architecture
is carefully crafted in an end-to-end fashion around a convolutional neural network (CNN)
which operates on top of the preprocessed time-frequency channels of EEG/EMG. We exploit
the ability of the CNN to learn highly discriminative and translation-invariant features, as this
allows us to remain agnostic to changes in sleep patterns, in both time and frequency dimen-
sion. On top of the CNN, a hidden Markov model (HMM) describes vigilance state transition
dynamics and suppresses physiologically infeasible vigilance state transitions when applicable.
To account for artifacts, SPINDLE contains an additional CNN with binary output: artifact or
Extrapolating animal sleep scoring across experimental domains
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non-artifact, which is combined with the predictions of vigilance states to determine the arti-
fact types (steps (d) and (g) in Fig 1 respectively). For a detailed explanation, please refer to the
Materials and Methods section further below.
SPINDLE was tested on data produced in three independent sleep labs: BrownLab (www.
sbrownlab.com), TidisLab (http://tidis-lab.org/) and BaumannLab (http://www.sleep.uzh.ch/
en/research-groups/group-baumann.html). The collected data consists of a number of rodent
EEG/EMG recordings acquired during sleep studies performed with varying experimental par-
adigms. The recordings were clustered into four animal cohorts with similar characteristics as
summarized in Table 1, and evaluated separately.
Fig 1. Conceptual overview of the SPINDLE framework. (a) Measured EEG activity may vary depending on where the electrodes
are placed. Assumed input in our setting are two EEG channels and one EMG channel. EMG signal is recorded on the neck muscle
(not depicted for simplicity). (b) Raw signals are processed by windowed Fourier transforms applied on overlapping frames. The
output of the preprocessing are time-frequency representations of EEG/EMG which are additionally preprocessed. (c) Three two-
dimensional spectrograms are then sectioned into epochs which correspond to 4 sec intervals. Each epoch is independently
processed by the two CNNs. (d) The first CNN estimates whether the evaluated epoch is an artifact. (e) The second CNN estimates
the probability of each vigilance state. (f) The sequence of estimated vigilance state probabilities is then corrected using the Viterbi
decoding algorithm and predetermined transition matrix of HMM which encodes the transition rules. If an epoch is not designated
as an artifact, the most probable vigilance state is assigned. (g) If an epoch is marked as an artifact, the most probable vigilance state
determines the type of the artifact: WAKE-artifact, NREM-artifact or REM-artifact. NREM/N, non-rapid eye movement; REM/R,
rapid eye movement; WAKE/W, wakefulness; CNN, convolutional neural network; HMM hidden Markov model.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g001
Table 1. Collected data overview. Presented are the notable properties of EEG/EMG animal recordings produced in our study. All recordings were segmented into 4 sec
time intervals (epochs) and then annotated rendering 21600 × 2 labels per animal. Table columns for each cohort and lab depict: (a) the number of wildtypes; (b) the num-
ber of mutants; (c) rodent specie; (d) the sampling rate of the recording device; (e) the derivation of 2 EEG signals with respect to the placement of corresponding EEG elec-
trodes; (f) the derivation of EMG signal; (g) the number of human experts who scored the data; (h) the duration of each animal recording within given cohort; and lastly (i)
the degree of signal corruption taken as the average percentage of artifacts computed from the scorings of the corresponding experts. The cohort C was scored by an expert
from BaumannLab, as well as by an expert from BrownLab. All other cohorts were scored by experts from the same lab. Data acquisition is for each animal cohort
explained in detail in Materials and Methods.
Cohort Lab Wild Mutant Specie S.Rate EEG Derivations EMG Derivation Experts Duration Artifacts
A BrownLab 4 0 mice 128Hz 1 frontal, 1 parietal neck 2 24h 15.2%
B BrownLab 0 4 mice 128Hz 1 frontal, 1 parietal neck 2 24h 19.2%
C BaumannLab 8 0 rats 200Hz 2 parietals neck 1+ 1 24h 21.3%
D TidisLab 6 0 mice 512Hz 1 frontal, 1 parietal neck 2 24h �0%
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.t001
Extrapolating animal sleep scoring across experimental domains
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Results
Analysis of scoring variability across human experts
One of the major issues of visual inspection is the intrinsic subjectivity of human experts in
data annotation, especially in ambiguous cases when signal patterns do not clearly adhere to
the predefined scoring rules. For example, during the transition between vigilance states, it is
not always clear where the actual state change occurs. Taking this into consideration is particu-
larly relevant for the validation of an automated sleep scoring method. To this end, we ana-
lyzed the inter-expert scoring agreement in evaluation of identical EEG/EMG data (see Fig 2).
To estimate the coherence between human experts, we first measured their agreement in
regions that no expert identified as “artifacts”—EEG/EMG perturbations related to environ-
mental interference rather than changes in brain state. We then computed the accuracy from
the corresponding 3 × 3 vigilance state submatrices from Fig 2. When comparing human
experts from the same lab, the estimated agreement rate of sleep scoring in non-artifact data
was 95-96%, while the inter-lab agreement was about 90%. On the other hand, the disagree-
ment between human experts in classification of artifacts was notably higher, as the figure
indicates. To measure this, we calculated the ratio between the number of epochs marked as
corrupted by both experts and the number of epochs marked as corrupted by at least one of
the two experts:
artifact scoring agreement ¼
jartifact intersectionðexpert1; expert2Þj
jartifact unionðexpert1; expert2Þj
ð1Þ
These numbers provide rough estimates of the expected accuracy bounds of a hypothetical
sleep scoring method comparable to human experts in terms of the predictive performance.
Analysis and adaptation to variability of spectral profiles
To identify the key obstacles towards robust cross-subject sleep classification, we analyzed the
fluctuations of EEG in epochs classified as belonging to the same vigilance state. In the context
of our problem, ideally, for each vigilance state we would have signal patterns which are con-
sistent (i) across epochs within the same subject; (ii) across subjects within the same animal
cohort; (iii) across subjects from different animal cohorts analyzed under different experimen-
tal conditions. To explore the variability across these categories, for each animal and for each
vigilance state we separately averaged EEG frequency spectra over all epochs, and then com-
pared these measures within and across cohorts (Fig 3). Whether we applied coarse-grained
histogram binning according to the commonly used frequency bands (Fig 3, middle column)
or finer binning (Fig 3, right column), spectral energy was differently distributed among fre-
quency bands for different animal cohorts. For example, even though the figure indicates the
existence of certain patterns in sleep state signatures i.e. a prominent peak at around 7Hz char-
acteristic of REM sleep, this cannot be simply interpreted as a rule due to high cross-epoch,
cross-animal and cross-cohort variabilities [25, 27]. This is arguably the main reason why the
classical methods which base their features on energies of different frequency bands of power
spectrum do not generalize well. The feature vectors of equal vigilance states are highly incon-
sistent across subjects, especially if animals have significantly different backgrounds.
To overcome these variations, SPINDLE employs a preprocessing procedure to increase the
consistency of spectral patterns within the samples of the same vigilance class. The effects of
preprocessing are illustrated in Fig 4. On one hand, the log transformation attenuates the dis-
crepancies in magnitudes, and on the other the typical zero mean/unit variance standardiza-
tion emphasizes the differences between vigilance states. The core characteristic of SPINDLE,
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however, is its ability to adapt to the variations of sleep state pattern variations in the frequency
axis. This flexibility is achieved through translational invariance, an intrinsic property of
CNNs. Whenever the frequency spectrum of evaluated data sample deviates from a hypotheti-
cally expected spectral pattern in terms of small shifts of relevant peaks, the CNN absorbs these
shifts through the convolutional and max-pooling layers (see Materials and methods).
Fig 2. Intra-lab and inter-lab human expert agreement. Confusion matrices derived from the twofold annotation procedure of
EEG/EMG data with number of common epochs shown at each intersection, and overall percentage agreement calculated above. We
evaluated the agreement of human experts from the same lab (intra-lab agreement), but we also compared the scorings of a
BrownLab human expert with the scorings of a BaumannLab human expert on the cohort C (inter-lab agreement). The agreements
were computed per-cohort, for non-artifact and artifact data separately, and again when taking all epochs into account.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g002
Extrapolating animal sleep scoring across experimental domains
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SPINDLE—Qualitative analysis
Before providing a rigorous statistical performance evaluation of SPINDLE, we illustrate its
general applicability in Fig 5, where we visually compare the scorings of two human experts
from different sleep labs with the predictions of our method on identical portion of an EEG/
EMG recording from the cohort C. The figure shows that the agreement between the predic-
tions of SPINDLE and the corresponding experts is visually appealing and also sheds light on
some common sources of disagreements in the sleep scoring procedure. When vigilance state
is constant, the predictions are mainly in agreement, but during the transitions between vigi-
lance states, disagreements are frequent both between human expert scorers and between
human and automatically generated scorings. The figure also shows that artifacts are another
common source of disagreements. Finally, it is illustrated why time-frequency representation
is useful for understanding sleep dynamics i.e. it is easy to notice the correlation between the
spectral patterns in the spectrogram and the corresponding vigilance states.
Fig 3. Spectral profiles. For each animal, the averaged frequency spectrum of the EEG recording (its spectral profile) was computed
per vigilance class. Each plot in the left column is related to one of the 4 animal cohorts and consists of the mean spectral profile
curve and the corresponding standard deviation (a half of it). All curves are normalized relative to the total power of the signal. The
middle and the right column respectively represent coarse-grained (following the classical delta, theta, sigma and beta bands) and
fine-grained histogram binning applied to the raw spectral profiles, with bars representing summed spectral power in each bin.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g003
Extrapolating animal sleep scoring across experimental domains
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SPINDLE—Quantitative analysis
In a comprehensive quantitative study we evaluated different performance aspects of SPINDLE.
For this purpose, the data set (previously summarized in Table 1) was separated into training
and testing subsets. There was no overlap between training and testing sets in any of our experi-
ments. The training set consisted of 2 wildtype mice taken from the cohort A, while the valida-
tion was performed on the rest of the data i.e. 20 remaining rodents from different labs, strains,
and species. Splitting the data set in this way enabled us to test the main premise of this paper:
the robustness of our method holds for different experimental settings and labs without any
additional model adaptation. By training SPINDLE only on wildtypes we were able to investigate
how well it generalizes across the subjects of the same kind (two other wildtypes from the same
cohort A), genetically mutated animals (4 mice from the cohort B), different animal species (the
rats from the cohort C), and different sleep labs (comparing across cohorts A/B, C, and D).
First, to diminish the effect of subjectivity in manual sleep scoring, we evaluated the predic-
tions against human expert scoring intersection—epochs in which two human experts agree
on the label, since all animal recordings were double scored by two individuals. Here, the
epochs in which two human experts disagreed did not have any influence upon the perfor-
mance evaluation. Secondly, to avoid discarding hard-to-score signal regions, we additionally
analyzed the performance with respect to the human experts individually. Finally, as we men-
tion above, artifacts represent a major source of difficulty for human expert scorers (recall Fig
2). To evaluate SPINDLE more accurately in this respect, we then considered “clean” regions
and artifacts separately.
More concretely, we first measured the agreement of vigilance state predictions (given by
the output of step (f) in Fig 1) with the corresponding human expert scorings only for the
Fig 4. Effects of preprocessing to spectral profiles. Top row shows per vigilance state spectral profiles normalized relative to the
total signal power, but only after the log transformation was applied. Relative differences in amplitudes between cohorts are
attenuated (compared to Fig 3). Bottom row shows log transformed curves after being per frequency component standardized to
emphasize the differences between vigilance states.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g004
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epochs not marked as artifacts (by any of the two human experts). To evaluate the quality of
artifact detection, the 4-category scorings were re-labeled into non-artifacts and artifacts, and
then compared to the corresponding predictions (given by the output of step (d) in Fig 1). In
addition, we investigated the benefits of applying hidden Markov model (HMM) based post-
processing, comparing the predictions of HMM (the output of step (f) in Fig 1) against the pre-
dictions of the convolutional neural network (CNN) (the output of step (e) in Fig 1). Evalua-
tions were conducted according to the usual classification metrics, first of overall Accuracy
AC, and then for each vigilance state in terms of Precision PR(C), Recall RC(C) and F1-score
F1(C) for each vigilance state C, in percentages:
AC ¼
TP þ TN
#samples
� 100 PRðCÞ ¼
TPðCÞ
TPðCÞ þ FPðCÞ
� 100
RCðCÞ ¼
TPðCÞ
TPðCÞ þ FNðCÞ
� 100 F1ðCÞ ¼
2 � PRðCÞ � RCðCÞ
PRðCÞ þ RCðCÞ
� 100
ð2Þ
Fig 5. Qualitative analysis of SPINDLE. 150 epochs were extracted from an animal from the cohort C, where we found the
automated classification to be more challenging, to qualitatively compare the predictions of SPINDLE to the scorings of two experts
from different labs. The first three signals from top represent the input, two EEG and an EMG. The spectrogram in the middle is a
time-frequency representation of one of the EEG signals. The bottom three plots are the hypnograms, the first one derived from the
scorings of one human expert, the second one derived from the predictions of SPINDLE and the third one derived from the scorings
of the other human expert.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g005
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where TP(C), FP(C) and FN(C) are for vigilance class C the numbers of true positives, false posi-
tives and false negatives respectively. TP and TN represent the total number of true positives
and true negatives.
Table 2 demonstrates the predictive performance of SPINDLE with respect to these metrics
(excluding artifacts as described above). We compared the predictions of SPINDLE against the
scoring intersection of corresponding human experts. The evaluation was performed with and
without HMM-based postprocessing which additionally enforced physiological constraints on
vigilance state transitions. Although CNN generates impressive performance alone (top rows),
HMM leads to additional improvements (bottom rows), most notably in identification of the
REM phase which is usually more challenging to score [10]. SPINDLE hence showed that
injecting sleep domain knowledge into the model may induce very positive effects on the pre-
dictive performance. Across all wildtype and mutant mouse species and across labs, overall
accuracies exceeded 97%. Across species, overall accuracy remained at 93%, demonstrating the
generalization capabilities of SPINDLE.
The corresponding confusion matrices computed by comparing the label intersection of
two human experts to our predictions are given in Fig 6 and show how relatively few misla-
beled epochs are confused across different vigilance states. For completeness sake, the figure
also shows the confusion with respect to artifact identification. The final agreement calculated
when artifacts are taken into account is presented in addition.
Next, we compared the predictions of SPINDLE against the scorings of individual human
experts. Doing so enabled us to (i) include into our analysis the epochs in which two experts
disagreed; (ii) investigate the potential of SPINDLE to generate predictions which are indistin-
guishable from the scorings produced by human experts: ideally, the agreement between a
human expert and SPINDLE would be close to the agreement between two human experts.
The results of the analysis given in Table 3 are more than encouraging and show that in terms
of the global scoring agreement i.e. the accuracy, SPINDLE is perfectly comparable to human
experts. The agreement rate between the predictions of SPINDLE and each expert is close to
the agreement rate between two corresponding experts.
Finally, in a separate set of experiments we evaluated the predictive performance of SPIN-
DLE in identifying artifacts. The subjectivity in distinguishing artifacts from clean epochs is
generally known to be overwhelming, and similar conclusions may be derived from Fig 2.
To ensure a fair performance estimation we computed the agreement rate with each human
Table 2. Predicting vigilance states—Agreement analysis. The evaluation was performed with and without the application of HMM based post-processing (the outputs
of steps (f) and (e) in Fig 1 respectively). The predictive power is quantified with respect to the global accuracy, and for each vigilance state separately with respect to the
precision, recall and F1-score according to Eq 2.
CNN predictions WAKE NREM REM
Cohort Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
A 99 ± 0.5% 100 ± 0.3% 99 ± 0.4% 99 ± 0.3% 99 ± 0.8% 99 ± 0.4% 99 ± 0.6% 98 ± 1.6% 97 ± 2.6% 98 ± 1.2%
B 98 ± 0.3% 98 ± 2.1% 97 ± 1.1% 98 ± 0.7% 97 ± 0.9% 98 ± 1.1% 98 ± 0.1% 96 ± 2.2% 95 ± 1.9% 96 ± 0.9%
C 92 ± 3.2% 80 ± 10.0% 97 ± 1.5% 87 ± 6.0% 99 ± 1.0% 94 ± 3.4% 96 ± 1.8% 86 ± 5.2% 70 ± 16.8% 76 ± 12.2%
D 97 ± 1.3% 98 ± 1.0% 99 ± 0.7% 98 ± 0.6% 97 ± 2.7% 98 ± 1.1% 97 ± 1.2% 96 ± 3.5% 79 ± 23.0% 85 ± 17.7%
CNN+HMM Wake NREM REM
Cohort Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
A 99 ± 0.4% 100 ± 0.3% 99 ± 0.4% 99 ± 0.3% 99 ± 0.8% 99 ± 0.4% 99 ± 0.6% 98 ± 1.5% 97 ± 2.5% 98 ± 1.1%
B 98 ± 0.4% 98 ± 2.1% 97 ± 1.0% 98 ± 0.7% 97 ± 0.9% 98 ± 1.1% 98 ± 0.1% 97 ± 2.4% 96 ± 2.0% 96 ± 0.8%
C 93 ± 3.4% 81 ± 10.6% 98 ± 1.5% 88 ± 6.4% 99 ± 1.0% 94 ± 3.6% 96 ± 1.8% 94 ± 3.0% 75 ± 17.7% 82 ± 13.0%
D 97 ± 1.3% 98 ± 1.0% 99 ± 0.8% 98 ± 0.6% 97 ± 2.8% 98 ± 1.0% 97 ± 1.2% 97 ± 3.3% 81 ± 23.0% 86 ± 17.0%
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.t002
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expert separately, and then compared it to the agreement rate between the two human experts.
Table 4 suggests that SPINDLE’s predictions are, in terms of global agreement as defined by
Eq 1, de facto equal to that of human experts.
Comparison to other approaches
We compared SPINDLE to three previously reported approaches, using the same data identi-
cally split into training and testing sets as already described. Analysis was performed only on
Fig 6. Comparison against expert intersection—Confusion matrices. Our predictions were for each cohort independently
compared to the annotation intersection of two human experts. Presented are the corresponding confusion matrices. The total and
vigilance state scoring agreement was calculated with respect to Eq 2, whereas the artifact scoring agreement was calculated as
described in Eq 1.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g006
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the epochs where human experts agreed on the label. Since other algorithms lack dedicated
artifact detection and analysis subroutines, corrupted epochs were not taken into account. The
following three methods were used as our baselines:
FASTER [10]. An unsupervised learning approach which uses nonparametric density
estimation clustering on top of manually extracted features. The features in FASTER are
derived from a comprehensively binned EEG/EMG power spectra, and are further compressed
via principal component analysis. The training data were used for optimizing the hyperpara-
meters according to the procedure described by the authors. Since FASTER was originally
applied to 8 seconds long epochs, we down-sampled our scoring resolution from 4 to 8 sec-
onds and then kept only the new larger epochs which contained two equal labels. This way we
ensured that FASTER is not at any disadvantage due to the different data annotation setup,
furthermore even giving it some advantage by discarding many of the state transition epochs
which are hard to score.
SCOPRISM [6]. SCOPRISM uses two features: (i) the ratio between EEG spectral power
of theta θ(6-9Hz) and delta δ(0.5-4Hz) frequency ranges; (ii) the root mean squared error of
the EMG signal. The two-dimensional feature space is separated according to threshold values
which are learned from data. The sleep scoring of each epoch is further refined, following the
results of the scoring draft in adjacent epochs. We optimized the thresholds with respect to the
training set and kept them fixed during the evaluation on the testing set. SCOPRISM is origi-
nally designed for 4 seconds epochs thus no further parameter adaptation was required.
Autoscore [9]. This method extracts features from power spectra with respect to the loga-
rithmic distribution. Classification in Autoscore is performed using naive Bayes classifier. The
feature vectors are smoothed time-wise using a Gaussian convolution to reduce noise. The
method eliminates epochs using a 1-40Hz band-pass filter of the EMG signal. This artifact
removal approach produced poor overlap with the artifacts from our data set so it was not fur-
ther considered. The method was set to produce sleep scoring predictions for 4 second epochs.
Table 3. Predicting vigilance states—Comparison against individual human experts. The table shows global agree-
ment rate measured by comparing (a) individual experts between themselves; (b) individual experts with SPINDLE; (c)
the scoring intersection of two experts with the predictions of SPINDLE. The evaluation was performed on each cohort
separately and only non-artifactual epochs were taken into account.
Cohort
A B C D
Expert 1 vs Expert 2 96.9% 94.5% 90.0% 94.1%
Expert 1 vs SPINDLE 97.7% 96.0% 89.5% 94.9%
Expert 2 vs SPINDLE 96.7% 93.7% 88.7% 94.5%
Expert intersection vs SPINDLE 99.3% 98.1% 92.8% 97.4%
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.t003
Table 4. Predicting artifacts—Comparison against individual human experts. The table shows global agreement
rate in artifact detection (evaluated with respect to Eq 1) by comparing (a) individual experts between themselves; (b)
individual experts with SPINDLE; (c) only the epochs marked as artifacts by both experts to the artifact predictions of
SPINDLE. Note that the cohort D was omitted since it contained practically no epochs labeled as artifacts.
Cohort
A B C
Expert 1 vs Expert 2 29.2% 22.5% 32.1%
Expert 1 vs SPINDLE 24.6% 19.5% 40.3%
Expert 2 vs SPINDLE 36.1% 51.8% 32.9%
Expert intersection vs SPINDLE 35.7% 42.5% 59.1%
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.t004
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Since the competing methods were designed to operate on 1EEG/1EMG setup (rather than
2EEG/1EMG), for each approach we explored the following variations: (a) using only the first
EEG signal; (b) using only the second EEG signal; (c) using the average of two EEG signals; (d)
averaging the features extracted from two EEG signals; (e) forming the feature vector by com-
bining the features extracted from two EEG signals. In each case, the alternative performing
best for the other algorithm was used in our analysis.
Fig 7 presents the summary of the comparative analysis. The experiments showed remark-
able reduction in both—the error rates and the corresponding standard deviation, which indi-
cates that SPINDLE is much more accurate, and furthermore is more robust than the previous
solutions. Particularly appealing is its superiority in detecting REM sleep which is generally
considered more difficult to identify. It is also worthwhile considering the computational
intensity of the competing methods (bottom right side of Fig 7). SPINDLE provides impressive
predictive performance in a reasonable time frame.
Fig 7. Comparative analysis of SPINDLE. SPINDLE was compared against three other state-of-the-art solutions
(FASTER [10], SCOPRISM [6] and Autoscore [9]). Evaluations were performed for each animal separately and the
results were grouped per cohort (top four figures). The global error rate was measured as ER = 100 − AC, and for each
vigilance state separately the class specific error rate was measured as CER(C) = 100 − F1(C), where AC and F1(C) are
defined in Eq 2. The evaluation of errors was performed on the scoring intersection of two human raters and did not
take corrupted epochs into account. Execution times for scoring of 24 hour EEG/EMG animal recordings are given at
the right bottom figure.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g007
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Furthermore, we analyzed the prediction overlap between SPINDLE and FASTER, to
understand their agreement with respect to the ground truth annotations. The analysis is given
in Fig 8. Note again that in order to ensure a consistent comparison, we down-sampled ground
truth and SPINDLE’s predictions to 8 second epochs, and discarded epochs which contained:
(i) artefacts; (ii) inconsistent scoring between human experts; (iii) label confusion as a product
of down-sampling.
SPINDLE—Output analysis
After epoch-by-epoch classification, sleep data is typically pooled across each vigilance state,
and then quantitatively evaluated with respect to various parameters of sleep architecture,
sleep timing and EEG spectral power. Therefore, we next compared such quantitative outputs
when calculated using classifications from SPINDLE or from human scorers. To that end, we
analyzed the performance of the downstream analysis applied to the predictions of SPINDLE
to investigate its capability to (i) predict major parameters of the sleep architecture; (ii) detect
sleep alteration induced by a genetic mutation performed on the cohort B, with respect to the
cohort A.
Sleep architecture analysis. We computed and then compared the parameters of sleep
architecture from all the three sources of vigilance state scorings, for each cohort separately.
Fig 8. Scoring agreement comparison of FASTER and SPINDLE on 8 second intervals. The overlap was measured with respect to
all epochs from all animal cohorts, and additionally with respect to each vigilance state individually.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g008
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The goal was to evaluate the predictive power of SPINDLE in terms of several products of the
output analysis: the fraction of vigilance states, bout duration, number of bouts and number of
transitions. The resulting plots are given in Fig 9. Visually, it is clear that in most of the cases
SPINDLE produced appealing predictions which represent a good balance between the two
corresponding experts, thus potentially enabling less biased analysis. To statistically quantify
the discrepancy between the predictions of SPINDLE and the human experts, we performed
unpaired Student T-test between each pair of the corresponding distributions from Fig 9, com-
paring human experts and predictions. Statistical significance level was set at p< 0.05. Out of
48 independent output analysis shown in the figure, only in two cases the significance was
reported between the predictions and both human experts, while the difference between two
Fig 9. Predicting parameters of sleep architecture. Fraction of sleep (top row), bout duration (second row), number of bouts (third
row), and number of sleep transitions (bottom row). Given are the box plots computed from the evaluation of these parameters per
hour for each cohort, using data from each human scorer and from SPINDLE output. W!N, transition from WAKE to NREM;
N!W, transition from NREM to WAKE; N!R, transitions from NREM to REM.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g009
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experts was non-significant: REM bout duration in cohort D (p = 0.016 and p = 0.004), and the
number of REM bouts in the cohort C (both p<<0.01). In all other cases, our predictions
were significantly close to at least one of the human experts. Furthermore, there were cases
when the output of two human experts was significantly different, while SPINDLE’s predic-
tions were not significantly different from any of the two: wake and NREM sleep fractions in
the cohort A (p = 0.011 and p = 0.009), wake bout duration in the cohort C (p = 0.019), wake
and NREM number of bouts in the cohort B (p = 0.011 and p = 0.032), and wake to NREM
transition and vice versa in the cohort B (p = 0.013 and p = 0.009). These results clearly demon-
strate that SPINDLE has great potential to improve the cross-expert/lab consistency in sleep
classification.
Detecting mutation-induced differences between cohorts. We investigated the capabil-
ity of SPINDLE to detect significant differences in animal sleep patterns induced by experi-
mental factors, thus emulating a real-life study. To that end, we post-processed the scorings of
human experts and the predictions of SPINDLE to compare the cohorts A and B. The two
cohorts were chosen because the corresponding animals had the same background, the only
difference being a mutation of a gene in the mutant cohort B. We calculated the cohort differ-
ences with respect to sleep timing (Fig 10) and EEG power spectra (Fig 11). Both figures sug-
gest that statistically significant discrepancies between cohorts were successfully identified by
SPINDLE, when comparing to the ones identified by two human experts.
In addition, the figures illustrate the relevance of identifying artifactual data, especially
when detecting significant statistical differences in EEG spectral power density cohort profiles.
In particular, we performed equal output analysis for two different cut-off values applied on
the probabilistic predictions generated by the CNN in step (d) in Fig 1. We showed that the
strictness of artifact rejection criteria may have influence on designating the areas where the
differences between compared cohorts appear. This is a relevant aspect to be considered when
aiming for standardized and coherent systematic sleep studies. Since the artifacts are a major
source of sleep scoring disagreement among human experts, it is often hard to find a common
ground. However, the probabilistic nature of the SPINDLE framework could be useful in this
regard, as it could offer some flexibility in adapting to the experiment-specific artifact rejection
criteria.
SPINDLE web service
Entire framework described in our study was integrated into a web service which can be found
at https://sleeplearning.ethz.ch. This service ensures an easy access to the sleep researchers
around the world and offers a possibility of accurate evaluation of EEG/EMG recordings in no
time. Furthermore, we are continuously improving our framework aiming to create a self-suf-
ficient environment for large scale animal analysis e.g. which would include output analysis in
addition. Lastly, we would like to emphasize the two following aspects (i) the adaptable artifact
threshold functionality; (ii) further technical considerations.
Adaptable artifact threshold. Due to the particularly high variations and subject-specific
bias in designating epochs corrupted by artifacts, we decided to provide users with a certain
flexibility in identifying artifactual epochs. To that end, SPINDLE offers an additional optional
functionality which allows users to tune the artifact sensitivity by modifying the threshold
from the output of the step (d) in Fig 1, therefore taking advantage of the probabilistic output
of the corresponding CNN. A practical example of how this functionality may be utilized was
mentioned earlier and is illustrated in Figs 10 and 11. Note that SPINDLE remains parameter-
free, and that this flexibility is introduced to ensure a smoother road towards standardization
with respect to the sensitive and not well defined rules for artifact identification.
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Fig 10. Detecting mutation-induced cohort differences in sleep timing. Fraction of NREM sleep, REM sleep and wakefulness per
2 hour intervals across 24 hours, in the cohorts A (wildtypes) and B (mutants). Results were evaluated from the scorings of the
corresponding two experts and SPINDLE. The prediction curves were calculated for two different values of artifact threshold applied
on the probabilistic output of the corresponding CNN (see step (d) in Fig 1). 0.5 is the default threshold, and indicates that only
epochs with> 50% confidence of being non-corrupted were kept in the analysis. Similar procedure was applied for 0.7 artifact
threshold. For measuring of the overall statistical significance, two-way ANOVA (marked as A) was used.▲ p< 0.05 regions explain
statistical differences of the corresponding 0.5Hz frequency bins measured using a two-tailed T-test with equal variances. The curves
represent mean ± SEM. ZT, zeitgeber time.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g010
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Fig 11. Detecting mutation-induced cohort differences in EEG spectra. EEG spectral power density plots of the cohort A
(wildtypes) and B (mutants) during NREM, REM and wakefulness. Results were evaluated from the scorings of the corresponding
two experts and SPINDLE. The prediction curves were calculated for two different values of artifact threshold applied on the
probabilistic output of the corresponding CNN (see step (d) in Fig 1). 0.5 is the default threshold, and indicates that only epochs
with> 50% confidence of being non-corrupted were kept in the analysis. Similar procedure was applied for 0.7 artifact threshold.
For measuring of the overall statistical significance, two-way ANOVA (marked as A) was used.▲ p< 0.05 regions explain statistical
differences of the corresponding 0.5Hz frequency bins measured using a two-tailed T-test with equal variances. The curves represent
mean ± SEM.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g011
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Technical considerations. To ensure the successful utilization of the proposed framework
we note down several technical aspects. First of all, even though our model was trained on a
commonly used 2EEG/1EMG setup (employed in the generation of all the data presented
here), we also enable users to use SPINDLE with 1EEG/1EMG experimental setting. We do
that by multiplying the corresponding EEG channel. This ensures that the sleep labs with a dif-
ferent recording setup are still able to use SPINDLE. It is also worth noting, that data format
must adhere precisely to the one described in detail at the above mentioned web platform.
Computation. The programming code underlying the sleep scoring server was written in
torch (torch.ch) platform and will be made available through the server. To run the same
instance of it locally no special requirements are necessary. We used the server framework for
all our experiments. To speed up the learning and evaluation we used vectorized computation
on a GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU card.
Discussion
We described a new data processing architecture for fast, accurate and physiologically plausi-
ble automated sleep scoring of animal EEG/EMG recordings. SPINDLE is based on end-to-
end learning and is capable of learning robust features which generalize across domains.
From the robust benchmarking procedures that we employed we concluded that SPINDLE (i)
showed de facto human level performance in the quality of sleep classification; (ii) significantly
outperformed current state-of-the-art solutions; (iii) was able to preserve predictive perfor-
mance across animals from different experimental settings, labs and species, without addi-
tional parameter calibration; (iv) was able to detect mutation-induced sleep alteration. Our
extensive statistical evaluation suggests that the proposed method is in every way the equal of
human experts, and holds great promise to improve cross-lab standardization of sleep analysis.
A part of SPINDLE’s success lies in the use of convolutional neural networks (CNNs).
CNNs, a variant of deep neural networks, have enjoyed great success, particularly in the
domain of natural signal processing [12, 15, 16]. They revolutionized the field of computer
vision with their unprecedented success on image recognition tasks [12]. Here, we use them to
combat a fundamental problem that has plagued automated sleep scoring: feature variance.
Classical approaches based on manually crafted features are likely to fail when generalized
across experiments simply because class-specific features or feature combinations may differ
across data samples, or mutants, or species. Thus, because these models form their feature vec-
tors from the energies of certain frequency bands, even small shifts of the spectral peaks may
cause a different distribution of spectral energy with respect to the histogram bins, ruining pre-
dictive performance. All three methods that we tested alongside our own arguably suffer from
this spectral pattern inconsistency issue related to manual feature extraction.
By contrast, a CNN extrapolates well across spectral profile variations much as a human
expert would do. Furthermore, SPINDLE employs a hidden Markov model layer to describe
probabilistic transitions between vigilance states. Thus, impossible transitions—for example
wake to REM, known not to occur naturally—can be artificially suppressed by the user. Pro-
vided the assumptions about these physiological constraints hold, HMM generates physiologi-
cally plausible prediction sequences leading to improved performance.
Unlike other existing solutions which lack a principled way for distinguishing epochs cor-
rupted by artifacts, SPINDLE employs an additional CNN to offer a dedicated computational
tool for that task. The identification of artifacts from data is known to be quite challenging due
to very large discrepancies in their annotation when different human experts are compared.
Nevertheless, we showed that SPINDLE is performing well on this task as well, again reaching
human expert level. Furthermore, to still provide some dose of flexibility in this highly biased
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and human expert-dependent procedure, our framework offers additional functionality which
allows users to adapt the degree of artifact rejection. Our framework remains parameter-free
and this optional functionality exist to ensure smoother convergence towards full standardiza-
tion of the sleep scoring procedure.
There are some relevant design decisions worth of noting. Firstly, in our work we used
out-of-the box CNN, and not any of the commonly used architectures such as AlexNet [12] or
ResNet [28]. We empirically found that increasing the depth and width of our network did not
led to any improvements, and hence found no reason to e.g. add additional layers to the main
architecture. Our hypothesis is that the structural complexity of “spectrograms” is not compa-
rable to the structural complexity of natural images, thus there were additional benefits in hav-
ing an increased complexity in our CNN architecture. Secondly, in contrast to some related
work in the domain of human sleep scoring [8, 19–21, 24], our final architecture does not
include memory models i.e. recurrent neural networks (RNNs). We found that their inclusion
did not lead to any performance improvements and moreover was harmful to across-domain
generalization. Our tests indicated that RNN tends to overfit to subject-specific dynamics and
hence makes it difficult to extrapolate knowledge across environments. On the other hand,
even though not mutually exclusive, HMMs offer more fine-grained control over the transition
dynamics. Secondly, we utilized separate CNNs for artifacts and vigilance states for the follow-
ing reasons: (i) semantically, the patterns in data are different—vigilance states are recognized
by somewhat predefined rules while the artifacts are data outliers; (ii) the described setup
allows us to identify three different types of artifacts, thus more faithfully emulating visual
scoring procedure; (iii) we found that the proposed framework leads to better predictive
performance.
Finally, as a part of our future work, we intend to investigate the capabilities of and re-fine
our method further in subsequent studies possibly involving other experimental paradigms
such as sleep deprivation for example, which might possibly cause other types of distortions of
spectral profiles. Another interesting aspect would involve including more human scorers and
consequently applying more principled ways of combining their knowledge (e.g. see [29]).
Materials and methods
Experimental data acquisition
We detail the steps in collecting the data previously summarized in Table 1. In total, 4 animal
cohorts containing 22 animals were acquired from 3 independent sleep labs. Animal studies
were performed by authorized researchers according to all applicable laws and regulations
of the cantons of Zu¨rich (BrownLab, BaumannLab) and Bern (TidisLab), and were each
approved by the relevant cantonal authorities. Each sleep recording consists of a pair of EEG
signals and an EMG signal simultaneously recorded. Manual labeling of wake-sleep states
based on EEG/EMG signals was performed by trained experts from the corresponding sleep
labs on all consecutive 4 second epochs. Raw EEG traces were visually inspected offline and
scored in three vigilance states, wakefulness, NREM sleep and REM sleep. Wakefulness was
defined based on increased EMG activity for more than 50% of the epoch duration. NREM
sleep was defined by reduced EMG activity and increased EEG power in < 4Hz frequency
ranges. REM sleep was characterized based on low EEG power in > 4Hz oscillations and high
EEG power in 6-9Hz frequency bands and intermediate muscle tone. Unclear stages or techni-
cal artifacts were excluded and subsequently labeled as artifacts.
BrownLab data set. It contains sleep recordings of two cohorts: the cohort A containing 4
wildtype mice and the cohort B containing 4 mice with a genetic mutation. All mice were kept
in Macrolon cages (36x20x35cm) with food and water ad libitum, maintained at a 12 hour
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light-dark cycle (light onset 07.00 AM) in normal cages prior to surgery, and then in open-
top cages with counterbalanced swivel-attached cables during and between sleep recordings.
For the EEG recordings, mice were implanted epidurally with gold-plated miniature screws
(0.9mm diameter) under constant isofluran inhalation anesthesia. Analgesia was given i.p. at
0.1mg/kg during the surgery. The coordinates of EEG electrodes were as follows; frontal deri-
vation was placed 1mm anterior to bregma, 1.5mm lateral to mid-line, the parietal derivation
was placed 3mm posterior to bregma and 2mm lateral to mid-line. The reference was placed
over the cerebellum (2mm posterior to lambda on the midline). Two gold wires (0.2mm diam-
eter) were inserted bilaterally in the neck muscle for EMG recordings. The screws were con-
nected to stainless steel wires and fixed on the skull with acrylic dental concrete. The mice
were tethered to a swivel throughout the entire experiment and were allowed to recover for 4
to 7 days before any further handling. The EEG and EMG signals were amplified (amplifica-
tion factor, 2000), filtered (highpass filter: –3 dB at 0.016 Hz; low-pass filter: –3 dB at 40 Hz)
sampled with 512 Hz, digitally filtered [EEG: low-pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter, 25
Hz; EMG: bandpass FIR filter, 20–50 Hz or 10-30Hz], and stored with a resolution of 128 Hz.
Before each recording, the EEG and EMG channels were calibrated with a 10 Hz, 300 μV
peak-to-peak sine wave.
BaumannLab data set. It contains sleep recordings of the cohort C which consists of 8
rats. The rats were implanted with EEG/EMG electrodes for recording of vigilance states using
a protocol slightly modified from [30]. Briefly, four stainless steel miniature screws (Hasler,
Switzerland), one pair for each hemisphere, were inserted bilaterally into the rats’ skull follow-
ing specific stereotactic coordinates: the anterior electrodes were implanted 3mm posterior to
bregma and 2mm lateral to the midline, and the posterior electrodes 6mm posterior to bregma
and 2mm lateral to the midline. For monitoring of muscle tone, a pair of gold wires served as
EMG electrodes and was inserted into the rats’ neck muscle. All electrodes were connected to
stainless steel wires, further connected to a head piece (Farnell, #M80-8540842, Switzerland)
and fixed to the skull with dental cement. Bilateral 24 hour EEG/EMG signals were recorded
in freely-moving rats. For this purpose, the animals were transferred to special recording cages
with food and water available ad libitum, where they had an adaptation period of two days
before recordings took place. EEG and EMG were sampled at 200 Hz, signals were amplified,
filtered and converted into analog-to-digital signals. Hardware EMBLA and Somnologica-3
software (Medcare Flaga, Iceland) were used. Activity in the 50-Hz band was discarded from
the analysis because of power line artifacts.
TidisLab data set. It contains sleep recordings of the cohort D.C57Bl6 mice were used,
11-14 weeks of age, from Charles Rivers Laboratories, Germany. Animals were housed in indi-
vidual custom-designed polycarbonate cages at constant temperature (22 ± 1 ˚C), humidity
(30–40%), and circadian cycle (12 hour light-dark cycle, lights on at 08:00). Food and water
were available ad libitum. Animals were treated according to protocols and guidelines
approved by the Veterinary office of the Canton of Bern, Switzerland (License number BE
113/13). Animals were housed in IVC cages in groups of 2–5 before instrumentation. After
implantation, all mice were housed individually. Animals were habituated to the recording
cable in their open-top home cages (300 × 170 mm). Animals were anaesthetized in isoflurane
in oxygen and mounted in a stereotaxic frame. Saline 10ml/kg and meloxicam 5mg/kg were
given subcutaneously. The skin on the head was shaved and aseptically prepared, and lidocaine
2mg/kg infused subcutaneously at the incision site. A single longitudinal midline incision was
made from the level of the lateral canthus of the eyes to the lambda skull suture. Two stainless
steel screws were placed in the skull over the parietal cortex to measure EEGs and two bare-
ended wires sutured to the trapezius muscle of the neck to record EMG. The implant was stabi-
lized using a methyl methacrylate cement and the animal allowed to recover in the home cage
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on top of a heating mat. Animals were allowed a minimum of 5 days to recover before starting
recordings. Habituation to the cables was performed up to 8 hours per day until the animals
had nested and resumed a normal sleep-wake cycle. For recordings, mice were connected to
the AM system and data sampled at 512 Hz. For each mouse, 24 hour baseline sleep was
recorded, while animal was allowed to move freely in the cage. Recorded EEG/EMG signals
were down-sampled to 128 Hz, after applying a low pass filter (Chebyshev Type I, order 8, low
pass edge frequency of 50 Hz, passband ripple of 0.05 dB) to prevent aliasing.
Data preprocessing
The data preprocessing module (step (c) in Fig 1) serves primarily to form the input for the
convolutional neural networks (CNNs). We subject EEG/EMG signals to a sequence of trans-
formations which enhance the learning process and consequently improve classification per-
formance. The transformations are performed per animal and are meant to diminish non-
informative differences in subject specific spectral patterns. The preprocessing procedure is
illustrated in Fig 12. Both EEG signals are first resampled to the frequency of 128Hz to neutral-
ize the differences in sampling rates coming from different recording devices. Resampled
EEGs are then transformed into the time-frequency domain by applying fast Fourier trans-
form on overlapping frames of size 256 (corresponds to 2 seconds) with steps of size 16. Ham-
ming windows were applied to reduce edge effects. Power spectral density (PSD) in time-
frequency representation is estimated as squared magnitude of the Fourier transform. Each of
the two dimensional spectrograms constructed from EEG signals is treated as a separate fea-
ture map on top of which the CNNs convolve. This is analogous to the well-known CNN
image classification architectures where the input consists of 3 RGB channels [12]. EEG spec-
trograms are additionally band-pass filtered (0.5-24Hz), as we experimentally determined that
classification performance remains unaffected. Both time-frequency channels are then trans-
formed to log scale and finally each channel is per frequency component standardized (zero
mean / unit variance).
The EMG signal on the other hand carries the information about muscle activity of evalu-
ated subjects. The total energy of EMG indicates the activity of the corresponding muscle. To
Fig 12. Data preprocessing and CNN input preparation. The figure depicts the creation of the three-channel two-dimensional
input for the CNNs. In step (a) raw time series of EEG/EMG signals are separately transformed into the corresponding time-
frequency domain (power spectrum density is computed) via a sequence of short Fourier transforms applied to overlapping
Hamming windows. In step (b) EEG signals are band-pass filtered (0.5–24Hz) and EMG power is integrated over frequency range
(0.5-30Hz) resulting in one-dimensional representation of muscle activity change over time. Furthermore, one-dimensional
representation of EMG is converted into the two-dimensional one by a multiplication of the signal. Finally, in step (c) the data is log
transformed and standardized per frequency component.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g012
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decrease the noise we compute signal energy by integrating PSD over a limited frequency
band (0.5-30Hz). In other words, we sum up the rows in our time-frequency representation
within the given frequency range (see Fig 12). This leaves us with one-dimensional signal
which measures the change in muscle activity over time. However, in order to form a consis-
tent input for CNN with respect to two-dimensional representations of EEG, we introduce an
additional dimension by repeating the signal as illustrated in the figure. This way of forming
input is beneficial because in each time instance the CNN filters can relate the total EMG signal
power with spectral patterns in different regions of the frequency axis.
CNN architecture and training
A Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [12, 31] is an artificial neural network most com-
monly composed of a sequence of (i) convolutional layers which learn high level signal repre-
sentations; (ii) pooling layers which increase the translational feature invariance; (iii) dense
layers which learn high-level feature combinations in a discriminative manner; and (iv) a soft-
max layer which generates class probabilities. Details of these layers follow below. For a more
thorough introduction to CNN we refer the reader to [32].
Convolutional layer. The convolutional layer implements a filter operation h of size
m ×m. The resulting value at some neuron xij in layer ℓ can be written as:
x‘ij ¼
Xm  1
a¼0
Xm  1
b¼0
haby
‘  1
ðiþaÞðjþbÞ þ b
‘
ij ð3Þ
where hab is the weight of the filter in the point (a, b) of the m ×m grid, y‘  1�� are the corre-
sponding outputs of the previous layer and b
‘
ij is the bias term. After the filter, a non-linear
function σ is applied to all the neurons in layer ℓ independently: y‘ij ¼ sðx
‘
ijÞ. We used the well-
established rectifier linear unit (ReLU) [33]: sðx‘ijÞ ¼ max ð0; x
‘
ijÞ.
Max-pooling layer. The max-pooling layer down-samples the previous layer by choosing
only the maximal value of non-overlapping rectangles of size mh ×mw, see the blue cones in
Fig 13 for an illustration. The max-pooling layer provides translation-invariance and reduces
the number of parameters of the CNN.
Fig 13. Sleep scoring CNN architecture. Presented are the architectural details of the CNN which estimates the probability
distribution over vigilance states for the target Et. Input to the CNN is formed as shown in Fig 12. The CNN operates over four
neighboring epochs Et−2, Et−1, Et+1 and Et+2 to capture the contextual information. Illustrated CNN consists of two max-pooling
layers (depicted in blue), one convolutional layer (depicted in green), and two fully-connected layers (depicted in red). At the very
end, a softmax layer outputs class probabilities. The dimensions of the first max-pooling layer are (width, height) = (2, 3) with the
corresponding strides (2, 3). The dimensions of the second max-pooling layer are (2, 2) with the corresponding strides (2, 2). The
dimensions of the convolutional kernel are (3, 3) with the corresponding strides (1, 1).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g013
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Dense layer. The last layer in a CNN before the softmax activation function is usually a
fully-connected dense layer that connects all the neurons in the previous layer. The resulting
value at some neuron x‘i in the layer ℓ can be written as:
x‘i ¼
Xn
j¼0
aij � y
‘  1
j þ b
‘
i ð4Þ
where αij is the weight corresponding to output y‘  1j of the previous layer, and b
‘
i is the bias
term.
Softmax layer. The last layer is a softmax layer, given by Eq 5 where C is one of K classes
and y(C) the output of the previous layer with respect to the class C. It is used to get normalized
class probabilities:
PðCÞ ¼
eyðCÞ
PK
i¼1 ey
ðCiÞ
ð5Þ
In our work we adopted this kind of convolutional neural network architecture. Discrimi-
native features are learned in an end-to-end fashion from three-channel time-frequency sig-
nals (the output in Fig 12). Apart from the number of output units, design-wise, two CNNs
in our framework are equivalent, thus here we refer only to the CNN used for the classifica-
tion of vigilance states (step (e) in Fig 1). The architectural details are given in Fig 13. To
encapsulate the contextual information the CNN convolves over the target epoch, but also
over the surrounding neighbor epochs, two from each side. The variability of spectral profiles
(previously discussed in Results) is naturally solved through the discriminative learning of
translation invariant features. Namely, by convolving and max-pooling over the frequency
domain, the CNN becomes agnostic to small shifts in spectral energy distribution which
appear when comparing different animals. On the other hand, by operating over time
domain we become agnostic to where the spectral patterns appear within the evaluated
region of the input signal.
Weight learning was performed via back-propagation using the optimization algorithm
called Adam [34]. The weight decay rates of first and second moment were set to 0.9 and 0.99
as suggested in the original paper. Prior to back-propagation, weights were randomly initial-
ized as described in [35]. To account for the class imbalance (e.g. see the top row in Fig 9) the
Adam optimizer was governed by a class-weighted cross-entropy loss function. Given the
observation x and the true class C 2 {C1 = WAKE, C2 = NREM, C3 = REM} the corresponding
loss is calculated as:
lossðC; xÞ ¼   wðCÞ � log ð
ef ðC;xÞ
P3
i¼1 ef ðCi ;xÞ
Þ ¼   wðCÞ � ðf ðC; xÞ   log ð
X3
i¼1
ef ðCi ;xÞÞÞ ð6Þ
where f(C, x) is the output of the last fully-connected layer corresponding to class C and w(C)
is the weight of that class. Class weights w(Ci) were for each mini-batch independently set with
respect to the class sample ratio within that mini-batch. Final gradient was computed as the
normalized sum of individual losses within the mini-batch:
batch lossðC1::M; x1::MÞ ¼
1
M
XM
i¼1
lossðCi; xiÞ ð7Þ
Learning rate was set to 5 � 10−5 and each mini-batch contained M = 100 samples. To fur-
ther regularize the learning procedure we applied the dropout with the probability of 50% to
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the fully connected layers and allocated 10% of the data from the training set for early stop-
ping. Overall, our CNN contained 6.8M parameters in total, and converged on the held-out set
(10%) already after 5 full iterations over the training data.
Constraining transition dynamics with HMM
To obtain a finer-grained modeling control over the dynamics of vigilance state transitions
we utilize a hidden Markov model (HMM). Broadly speaking, HMMs are tools for represent-
ing probability distributions over sequences of indirectly observable states. A first-order
HMMs is fully specified by the probability distribution of the initial state P(S1), the matrix
of transition probabilities between neighboring states P(St|St−1) and the output model defined
by the emission likelihoods P(Yt|St) where Yt is the indirect observation of variable St. In the
context of our problem, the hidden state in some moment t is the vigilance state of the brain
St 2 {WAKE, REM, NREM}, while the observation Yt is the corresponding region of EEG/
EMG signal (in Fig 13 that would be epocht−2 to epocht+2) from which hypothetically the
state St can be inferred. Our goal in the training time is to find the optimal parameters
λ = [P(Yt|St), P(St|St−1), P(S1)] of the HMM, and then to use learned parameters later in the
test time to obtain the most probable sequence of vigilance states given input signal:
argmax
S1::N
PðS1::N jl;Y1::N ¼ EEG=EMGÞ where N is the number of epochs.
Firstly, to find the indirect observation emission likelihoods P(Yt|St) we use the probabilities
generated by the discriminatively trained CNN and we treat them as the model output.
Namely, CNN produces posterior probabilities over states P(St|Yt) which can be used for com-
puting HMM emission likelihoods P(Yt|St). They are connected by the following equation
which is derived directly from the Bayes rule:
PðYtjStÞ
PðYtÞ
¼
PðStjYtÞ
PðStÞ
ð8Þ
Secondly, without loss of generality and any substantial effect to the predictive performance
we may assume that all initial states P(S1) are equal. Finally, the last component of the HMM is
the probability transition matrix P(St|St−1) which is of size 3 × 3 in our case. In order to gener-
ate physiologically feasible prediction sequences, when applicable, using the probability transi-
tion matrix we can embed the domain knowledge on infeasible vigilance state transitions. An
illustration is given in Fig 14. Whenever it is known in advance that certain transitions are not
valid such as REM! NREM and WAKE! REM [36, 37] which is the case for all the record-
ings in our data set, we can zero out the corresponding entries in the probability transition
matrix. Since there is an additional constraint that the rows of the transition matrix must sum
up to 1, this leaves us with effectively only four remaining free parameters. These can be set
to be of equal value, or tuned additionally to improve the smoothing of the vigilance state
sequence estimates. Having specified the model, new posterior probabilities over vigilance
states are generated as follows:
PðStjYt; St  1Þ ¼
PðYtjStÞPðStjSt  1Þ
PðYtÞ
¼
PðStjYtÞPðStjSt  1Þ
PðStÞ
ð9Þ
where we used Eq 8 to obtain the last equality. Since the CNN is trained in a class-balanced
way which compensates for an unequal class ratio in the training set, the prior probabilities of
states P(St) may be assumed to be equal. Finally, using the specified HMM model we may now
simply apply Viterbi decoding to find the most probable sequence of vigilance states (the out-
put of step (f) in Fig 1).
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In summary, the HMM allows us to combine the CNN estimates used for computing emis-
sion likelihoods P(Yt|St) (observation modeling) with the knowledge encoding capability of
the HMM probability transition matrix P(St|St−1) (dynamics modeling) to produce more plau-
sible and consequently more accurate prediction sequences. It is also worth noting that the
Fig 14. CNN-HMM for constraining state transitions. The figure illustrates how the HMM is used on top of the
CNN to enforce prediction sequences which adhere to physiological constraints. In particular, we disallow REM!
NREM and WAKE! REM vigilance state transitions. The constraints are encoded through the transition probability
matrix of the HMM, and the observation likelihoods are implicitly calculated by the CNN.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006968.g014
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commonly advocated problem of HMMs that the observations are assumed to be independent
(given state) is treated through the inclusion of neighboring epochs into the convolving field
of the CNN (recall Fig 13).
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